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Are Hillary Clinton and Howard Dean 
leading a "Party of Death"? 

 Senior Editor Ramesh Ponnuru 
warns Red State America that the 2006 
elections could empower the "Party of 
Death."

National 
Review

"The Democratic Party used to try to 
protect the weak. But too many of 
today's Democrats have become part of 
a 'party of death,'" charges Ponnuru in 
his revealing new book, 

.
The Party of 

Death

While these same liberal Democrats
 the protection of the rights of 

criminals, terrorists, animals, and even 
the trees in the rain forest, they have 
simultaneously created a subgroup of 
"human unpersons" with no rights 
whatsoever. 

demand

 reveals:The Party of Death

How Hillary Clinton could use the abortion issue to become president

How the party of death—a coalition of special interests ranging from 
Planned Parenthood to Hollywood—came to own the Democratic Party

Why Jesse Jackson, Al Gore, and other leading liberals gave up being 
pro-life

Why the U.S. abortion laws are more extreme than the most 
progressive European countries

How liberals use animal rights to displace human rights

The Democratic presidential candidate who said that infanticide is a 
mother's "choice" 

How bioethicists are encouraging organ harvest prior to a donor's 
death

In , Ponnuru proves just how extreme the Democratic 
Party has become and why its agenda must be exposed—and stopped—if
there is any hope of saving our future.

The Party of Death

Be one of the first to own  Senior Editor Ramesh 
Ponnuru's and save 34% off the bookstore price. 
Click here:

National Review
The Party of Death
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